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external to that part of the body which is outside S, X^dVJdx. We have just proved that dV.2/dx and X2 are each equal to zero when the size of the surface is evanescent. Hence X=dV/dx.
Ex. 1.   Let the point P be situated at the middle point of the axis of a circular cylindrical cavity of altitude 2h, and let x be measured along the axis.
Prove that —-?= - 4-rrp (1 - - ) where I is the distance of P from any point of either dx           r \      IJ
rim. Thence show that in a flat cylindrical cavity dX^jdx is - iirp and in a long cylinder is zero.
Ex. 2. Let the law of force be the inverse /cth power of the distance. Prove that for a homogeneous body the relation X=dV/dx holds for an internal point P.
It is sufficient to prove this for a sphere enclosing the point P. Take P for origin, we then find by an easy polar integration the value of X. The value of V at the same point has been given in Art. 80. The integrations are shortened by taking P near the centre.
,O3.   We shall now prove that, when a point P passes from the interior of a of finite density into external space, loth the potential and the attraction undergo no sudden change of magnitude, but the second differential coefficients of the potential are discontinuous in value.
Describe round the point A of emergence a small surface S of any convenient form.   Since both the potential and the attraction due to the matter within S are , $ero, the points near A may be regarded as both external and internal. /^ All that is meant is that there is a numerical continuity in the potential.    The potentials of a solid sphere, for example, are represented by different analytical expressions 'at points inside and outside, but at the surface both these have the same numerical value, viz. Mja, Art. 78.
1O4. When P traverses an infinitely thin stratum whose surface density is finite the volume density is not finite. It will be shown further on that the potential is continuous, but that the attraction does undergo a sudden change of value, and an expression will be found for the change.
It is at once evident from Arts. 15 &c. that when P arrives at an infinitely thin line of finite line density, loth the attraction and the potential are infinite.
%    105.    Pcdsson^s theorem*.    If F be the potential of a body an internal point P at \vhich the density p is finite, then
¥L-----j_ •__-----j.,— = — 4?rp.
Describe a spherical surface of radius e enclosing the point P, let (a, 6, c) be the coordinates of its centre, (#, y, z) those of P. Let the radius e be so small that the matter enclosed by the sphere may be regarded as of uniform density.
Let F2 be the potential at P of the matter within the sphere,
* This theorem is given by Poisson in the third volume, page 388, of the Nouveau Bulletin des Sciences par la Societe Philomaths-lie de Paris, 5° Annce 1812. He proceeds very nearly as in Art. 105.
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